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1. Introduction 
There are many systems of set theory which can be used as basis for 
the usual mathematics. One of the most suitable among them is that of 
Von Neumann-Bernays-Godel, particularly in the form of KELLEY-
MORSE [6]. However, the rapid development of category theory has led 
to certain theoretic difficulties which cannot be removed in the known 
systems (cf. DEDECKER [2J, EHRESMANN [3] and MACLANE [7]). A first 
solution to these questions is due to SONNER [8] (and GROTHENDIECK [4]), 
related to the Zermelo-Fraenkel system in the sense of BOURBAKI [1]. 
Our purpose in this note is to modify the Kelley-Morse system in such 
a way as to make it adequate to handle these difficulties. 
We propose two methods to handle the mentionned difficulties, obtaining 
two corresponding systems, T and T*. These methods may be applied to 
other axiomatics of set theory, for instance to the Zermelo-Fraenkel 
system. 
Here we merely outline (informally) the systems T and T*. From the 
informal point of view, the more elementary results and proofs are either 
simple or variations of the standard ones. In forthcoming papers we 
intend to study the more profound questions raised by T and T*; for 
instance, the question of the strength of T* as compared with the usual 
systems of set theory, and the problem of the existence in T and T* of 
inaccessible sets. 
To formalize T and T* it is sufficient to use as subjacent logic the two-
sorted elementary logic L2 (cf. WANG [9]) with identity, conveniently 
strengthened. But in this informal note, we do not go into logical details 
(for example, we do not make the two kinds of variables of the under-
lying logic explicit) 1). 
2. The system T 
We construct a type hierarchy to obtain T, which is an "intermediate" 
between a theory of types and the Von Neumann-Bernays-Godel system. 
This modified system has an interest in itself, being one of the more 
1) I am indebted to Professors S. MacLane, L. Henkin and M. Guillaume for 
several suggestions. 
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convenient modifications of type theory. For instance, it needs not the 
reducibility axiom, and does not lead to a multiplicity of arithmetics, 
one for each type. The chief T characteristics are summarized in the sequel. 
Logical symbols of T : ::::l (implies), & (and), v (or), l (not), - (equiv-
alent), V (for all), {[[ (there exists), = (equals); variables: x, x', x", ... 
... , y, y', y", ... , t, t', t", ... , Z, z', z", .... The letters m, nand p will indicate 
integral indices;> l. 
Specific primitive constants of T : E (belongs), { : }n, n;> 2 (classifier) 
and VI, V 2 , ••• , Vn, .... 
The symbols of T with identical definitions in the Kelley-Morse system 
will be introduced without comments. 
Postulate of extent: (PI) Vz (z EX _ Z E y)::::l x=y. 
Structural postulates: (P2) x E V n ::::l x C V n 
(P3) xC Vn::::lx E Vn+l. 
Theorem 1. Vn E Vn+l & Vn C Vn+l. 
Theorem 2. If m>n, then Vn E V m and Vn C V m. 
Definition 1. x will be said a class of order or type p if and only 
if x E V p. The classes of order one will be said sets. x is a class of order 
strictly p if and only if x E Vp and x 1= V m, m<p. 
Postulate of classification (the restrictions 2) of this postulate are the 
same of the Kelley-Morse system): 
(P4) y E {x : F(x)}n = y E V n-I & F(y). 
Definition 2. x/n= {z : Z E x}n. 
Theorem 3. x/n C x, (xjn)/m = x/min (m, n), 
(x/n)/n=x/n, x/n=x = x C Vn-I. 
Definition 3. x uny={z: Z EX VZ EY}n. 
Definition 4. XrlnY={Z:ZEX&ZEY}n. 
Theorem 4. x Un x=x/n, x rln x=x/n, 
xC V n- I - X Un X=X = x rln X=X. 
Theorem 5. x Un Y=Y Un x, x rln Y=Y rln x, 
(x rln y) rln Z=X rln (y rln z), (x Un y) Un Z=X Un (y Un z), 
x Un (y rln z) = (x Un y) rln (x Un z), 
x rln (y Un z) = (x rln y) Un (x rln z), 
(x rln y) rim Z=X rln (y rim z). 
Theorem 6. (x Un y) U m z=x/min (m, n) U m (y/min (m, n) U m z). 
Definition 5. "'n X= {z : Z 1= X}n. 
Theorem 7. "'n ("'nX)=x/n, "'n ("'mx)=("'n V m- I) Unx. 
Definition 6. On= {x : x =1= x}n. 
2) In a formalized presentation of T, based on L 2, it would be necessary to add 
that x and y must be variables of the same kind. 
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Theorem S. For any m, n, Om=On. 
Definition 7. O=On (for any n). 
Theorem 9. '""n 0= Vn- I & '""n Vn-I=O. 
Postulate of subclasses: 
(P5) x E Vn -:) {[[y (y E Vn & Vz (z C x -:) Z E y». 
Theorem 10. XEVn&ZCX-:)ZEVn. 
Definition S. 2;= {y : y C x}n. 
Theorem 11. Vn - I =2!" .. -1& Vn 1=Vn . 
Theorem 12. If m>n, then Vm 1= Vn. 
Definition 9. {x}n={z: x E Vn- I -:) X=Z}n. 
Postulate of union: 
(P6) x E Vn- I & y E Vn- I -:) X Un y E Vn- I. 
The concepts of n-relation, n-function, (In x, Un x, domainn t, range nt, 
etc., will be easily defined more or less as in [6]. Other postulates are 
needed: 
Postulate of substitution: 
(P7) (f is an-function) & domainn t E V n-I -:) rangen t E V n-I. 
Postulate of amalgamation: 
(PS) x E Vn- I -:) Un X E Vn- I • 
Postulate of regularity: 
(P9) x =1= 0 & x E Vn-I -:) {[[y (y EX & x (In y=O). 
Postulate of characterization: 
(PIO) For each x there exists Vn such that x E Vn• 
Postulate of infinity: 
(PH) {[[y(y E VI & 0 E Y & Vx (x E Y -:) X U2 {x}2 E y». 
Definition 1 O. x '""n y=x (In ('""n y). 
Postulate of choice: 
(PI2) There is a n-choice function t such that 
domainn t= Vn- I '""n {O}n. 
We define the ordinals and the cardinals without difficulty and they 
have the expected properties. 
The use of subscripts in the classifier is not cumbersome, because 
there are in T several devices to simplify the handling of classes. For 
instance, to define a universal union U in the sense that 
x Un y=xln U yin, 
or to suppose, in some questions, that we are working in a certain V n. 
By means of this axiomatics we can show that V n is a "universe" 
in the sense of Sonner, taking the corresponding operations in an 
appropriate manner. The mentionned difficulties from category theory 
can then be solved in T as in Sonner's paper. 
7 Series A 
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3. The system T* 
T and T* have the same logical symbols. The specific primitive constants 
of T* are: E, { : } and VI, V 2, ... , V n, .... The fundamental definitions of 
T* are identical to the definitions of the Kelley-Morse system. 
Postulates of T* (in (P*4) the restrictions 3) of F(x) are the same as 
in [6]): 
Postulate of extent: (P*l) Vz (z EX - Z E y) =:l x=y. 
Structural postulates: (p* 2) x E V n =:l x C V n. 
(P*3) xC Vn =:l x E Vn+l. 
Postulate of classification: 
(P*4) y E {x : F(x)} - {ffz (y E z) & F(y). 
Postulate of subclasses: 
(P*5) x E Vn =:l {ffy (y E Vn & Vz (z ex =:l z E y». 
Postulate of union: (P*6) x E Vn & y E Vn =:l xU Y E Vn. 
Po~tulate of substitution: 
(P*7) (f is a function) & t C V n & domain t E V n =:l range t E V n. 
Postulate of amalgamation: (P*8) x E Vn =:l U X E Vn. 
Postulate of regularity: 
(P*9) x =1= 0 =:l {ffy (y EX & x n y=O). 
Postulate of characterization: 
(P*IO) For each set x there exists Vn such that x E Vn. 
Postulate of infinity: 
(P*ll) {ffy (y E VI & 0 E Y & Vx (x E Y =:l x U {x} E y». 
Postulate of choice: 
(P*12) If U is the class of all sets, there is a choice function whose 
domain is U "'" {O}. 
Theorem 1*. Vn E Vn+1 & Vn C Vn+1. 
Theorem 2*. All Vn are sets. 
Theorem 3 *. x is a set if and only if there is a V n such that x E V n. 
The 0 rem 4 *. All V n are universes in the sense of Sonner. 
In T* it is possible to solve the difficulties of category theory as in 
Sonner's work. 
4. Remarks 
T* is strictly stronger than the Kelley-Morse system and a fortiori, 
stronger than the systems of Zermelo-Fraenkel and of Von Neumann-
Bernays-Godel. 
If T* is consistent, then T is also consistent. 
3) See footnote 2). 
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The method employed to obtain T*, when applied to the Zermelo-
Fraenkel system, affords a system which is a particular form of Sonner's 
system 4). 
If it seems convenient, it is possible to better characterize the hierarohy 
of the universes V!, V2 , ••• , Vn , ... by adding to T* (or to T) a new 
postulate, asserting that each universe of T* (or of T) which possesses 
an infinite element is one of the V n's. 
4) Professor Leon Henkin has called my attention to the fact that he had con-
sidered, in his doctoral dissertation [5], the possibility of combining a theory of 
types with one of the usual systems of set theory, taking the usual system of sets 
to be the individuals of the type theory. That was before the theory of categories 
was invented, and he never did develop the idea to any extent. When Professor 
Henkin spoke to Professor Mac Lane in Warsaw in 1959, he told him of this system, 
and suggested it might be a way of answering some of the questions which Professor 
MacLane had raised in his symposium talk [7]. 
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